[Influence of the Each Correction Method for the Specific Binding Ratio and Standardized Uptake Value in the Dopamine Transporter SPECT].
This study was to reveal the characteristics for each correction effect of specific binding ratio (SBR) and standardized uptake value (SUV) in the dopamine transporter (DAT) single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT). We created the 123I solution of five radioactive concentrations, which was filled with two types of striatum phantom such as separated or integrated caudate and putamen. We created 10 striatum accumulation models by combining the 123I solution. Images were reconstructed using ordered subset expectation maximization (OSEM) incorporating attenuation correction (AC), scatter correction (SC) or resolution recovery (RR) for the collected data of 10 striatum accumulation models and 66 patients. Correction combinations were AC, ACSC, ACRR and ACSCRR. The SBR, SUVmean and SUVmax were evaluated correlation and relative error between SBR, SUVmean and SUVmax by each correction method. The SBR and SUV had a significant positive correlation with all correction methods. The minimum values of relative error for SBR, SUVmean and SUVmax were 39.7% with ACSCRR, 18.4% with AC and 16.5% with ACSC, respectively. In addition, the ACSC of SBR and SUVmean was almost same value. The SBR showed significantly higher values by incorporating SC, while the SUV was significantly higher values by incorporating RR. It was suggested that SUV could be used for the quantitative index of DAT SPECT. Furthermore, we demonstrated the characteristic among each correction for SBR and SUV.